
ELLIOT
C O L L E C T I O N

                              

It’s linear shape formed by outdoor rope woven around a softly curved frame harks back to the

repetition of rope found on sailboats. New Zealand has a fine heritage in yacht racing, most rec-

ognised as the second country to take the America’s Cup off the USA and the first foreign country 

to hold onto the cup in successive tournaments.
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ELLIOT
LOUNGE AND DINING COLLECTIONS2



FRAME

WENGE

WEAVE

GRAPHITE ROPE

SUNBRELLA FABRIC

SAILCLOTH SHADE

DESIGNER
Cove Outdoor

DESCRIPTION
Elliot features CKD-MemoryRope® made from polyolefin threads woven to look like a rope, this is one of the latest trends 
in outdoor furniture materials. Highly fade, rot and UV resistant, MemoryRope® has a soft elastic feel to maximise comfort 
whilst retaining its original form. Elliot uses a powder coated aluminium frame - arguably the easiest care material available 
for outdoor furniture. Cove Outdoor use only extruded and clean dipped rust-free aluminium, powder coated and baked to 
create highly durable paint finish.

MATERIALS
Frame : Cove aluminium is cleaned and pre-dipped prior to a powder coating being applied electrostatically.
Upholstery : Sunbrella® 100% acrylic fabric specifically developed for outdoor use.
Seat : Batyline® - a textile weave consisting of polyester coated with solution dyed PVC.
Cushions : Cove Outdoor uses exclusively QuickDry Foam® by Urecel.
Table top : Sustainably sourced plantation teak from Java or cleaned, pre-dipped, electrostatically powder coated
aluminium.

FINISHES
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ELLIOT Casual Chair
Graphite rope, Black Metallic 
Sandy NC 40779 fabric, Wenge 
aluminium frame

ELLIOT CO L L E C T I O N

ELLIOT Dining Chair
Graphite rope, Black Metallic 
Sandy NC 40779 fabric, Wenge 
aluminium frame

ELLIOT 3 seater sofa
Graphite rope, Black Metallic 
Sandy NC 40779 fabric, Wenge 
aluminium frame
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